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Abstract: The optical networks are fast and error free but due
to some nonlinearity effects, its performance degrades. The
performance of wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) in
radio over fiber (RoF) systems is found to be strongly
influenced by nonlinearity characteristics inside the fiber. In
this paper, we have studied the effect of four wave mixing
(FWM) as one of the influential factors in the WDM for RoF
using Optisystem Software.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Radio over Fiber (RoF) application has increased its
importance these days because it provides large capacity and low
cost in deployment of cellular systems’ base station. Radio over
fiber (RoF) refers to a technology in which radio signal
modulates light through an optical fiber. Here first at the central
location, the broadband data signals are first modulated onto an
optical carrier and then using optical fiber they are transported to
the distant sites. These RF signals are then transmitted over
small regions using microwave antennas through base stations.
When RoF transmits, there are little interactions between
light waves and the material transferring them which thereby
affect optical signals. Since their strength depends on the square
or higher power of light intensity, the effects are commonly
called as nonlinear effects. The commonly known effects are
stimulated Raman scattering (SRS), stimulated Brillouin
scattering (SBS), cross phase modulation (XPM), self-phase
modulation (SPM) and four wave mixing (FWM).
When light reaches high intensities these effects become
very strong but are found to be weak at low powers [1]. The
output of lasers is converted to shorter wavelengths by doubling
the frequency using nonlinear optical devices in Radio over
Fiber applications.
The nonlinear effects are smaller in optical fibers which transmit
a single optical channel. Wavelength division multiplexing
(WDM) puts many narrowly spaced wavelengths into the same
fiber [4] where they can interact with one another. The total
power in the fiber gets multiplied; as a result the nonlinear
effects become much larger. The block diagram of RoF WDM
passive optical network is shown in Fig 1.
The RoF technology has many advantages compared to the
electronic signal distribution like large bandwidth, easy
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installation, easy maintenance, low attenuation and dynamic
resource allocation.

Fig. 1 Block Diagram for WDM system using multiple wavelength channels and
optical amplifiers

This paper focuses on study of FWM effect in WDM. In this
paper, we have investigated the performance of the WDM
passive optical networks and effect of FWM non linearity. The
paper is organized as follows: section II presents the Four Wave
Mixing criteria. Section III presents simulation setup for WDM
passive optical network. In section IV, we present the analysis
and comparison result of the proposed architecture for three
cases. Finally, section V contains the conclusion of the paper.
II

FOUR WAVE MIXING CRITERIA

FWM is a nonlinearity which occurs when the wavelength
channels are very close to each other in WDM system. FWM
does not depend on bit rate but the factors which sway the
magnitude of the FWM products are channel spacing and fiber.
The mixing occurs due to interference of original wavelength
and the generated cross products. For N input wavelength, there
will be M mixing products, given by [5]:

For example, in a three channel system which suffers effect of
FWM, nine sidebands are generated near the three original input
wavelengths w1, w2 and w3 as shown in Fig 2(b). The additional
products fall away from the original input wavelengths.

Fig 2 (a) Two input wavelengths w1 w2 and the arising
sidebands due to FWM
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Fig 2 (b) Three input wavelengths w1 w2, w3 and the
arising sidebands due to FWM
Assuming there are two input wavelengths as w1= 1550 nm and
w2= 1551 nm Then the interfering wavelengths generated around
the original three wavelengths are 2w1 - w2 = 2 x 1550 -1551 =
1549 nm and 2w2 - w1=2 x 1551-1550 = 1552 nm.
Similarly when the three input wavelengths are w1=1550 nm,
w2=1551 nm, and w3=1552 nm. Then the interfering
wavelengths generated around the original three wavelengths are
w + w – w = 1549 nm, w – w + w =1551 nm, w + w -w = 1553
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Fig. 3(b) Optical spectrum at the output of fiber when three wavelengths are
transmitted
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II. SIMULATION SETUP
Our simulation is performed and analyzed using OptiSystem
software. The architecture for two channels with 2.5 GHz data
rate is shown in Fig 4.
In this proposed architecture, the two signals with wavelength
1550nm and 1551nm are transmitted. The transmitter consists of
continuous wave (CW) laser having 0 dBm power level. The
output of which is modulated by modulator using a sine
generator having frequency 2.4 GHz. The sine generator
transmits modulated radio signal. The two signals are then
combined using WDM multiplexer and launched through the
optical fiber with distance of 25 km. The same analysis can also
be performed for three channels as shown in Fig 5.
Fig 3(a). shows the output of optical fiber when two wavelengths
are transmitted while fig 3(b) shows when three wavelengths are
transmitted.

Fig. 4 Simulation setup for WDM PON architecture for transmitters of two
wavelengths in Optisystem software

Fig. 3(a) Optical spectrum at the output of fiber when two wavelengths are
transmitted
Fig. 5 Simulation setup for WDM PON architecture for transmitters of three
wavelengths in Optisystem software
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III. RESULT AND ANALYSIS
The performance of WDM PON is analyzed using the
OptiSystem 7.0 software. The results obtained for the three cases
has been described below:
A.

Effect of Channel Spacing Variation

The channel spacing is increased from 0.1 nm to 1 nm. When the
spacing is 0.1 nm with two input wavelengths as 1550 nm and
1550.1 nm, fig. 6(a) shows the signal at the input of the optical
fiber. The interfering wavelengths generated are 1549.9 nm and
1550.2 nm, as shown in Fig. 6(b) whose power is approximately
-58 dBm. Fig. 7(a) shows the spectrum at the input of fiber for
0.5 nm spacing and Fig. 7(b) shows output with each sideband of
power -64 dBm. When the channel spacing is 0.5 nm in Fig 8(a),
the power of the FWM sideband is approximately -68 dBm as
shown in Fig 8(b).Therefore, the sideband power falls with the
increase in channel spacing and hence the effect of the FWM is
decreased.

Fig. 6(a) Optical spectrum at the input of fiber when the channel
Spacing is set at 0.1 nm

Fig. 6(b) Optical spectrum at the output of fiber when the channel
Spacing is set at 0.1 nm
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Fig. 7(a) Optical spectrum at the input of fiber when the channel
spacing is set at 0.5 nm

Fig. 7(b) Optical spectrum at the output of fiber when the channel
Spacing is set at 0.5 nm

Fig. 8(a) Optical spectrum at the input of fiber when the channel
Spacing is set at 1 nm
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(c)
Fig. 8(b) Optical spectrum at the output of fiber when the channel
spacing is set at 1 nm

B. Effect of Different Power Levels of the Signal Sources
For a communication system, it is necessary that the transmitted
electromagnetic (EM) wave reaches at the receiver end with
sufficient power so as to differentiate the original wave from the
background noise. Another parameter to describe strength of
signal is the S/N ratio which defines the power of the original
signal in comparison to the background noise power. Higher the
S/N ratio, the better is the signal.
Here, the power level of the input sources is changed while other
parameters such as the channel spacing and the dispersion were
kept unchanged. The simulation output when the power at input
source is 20dBm is shown in Fig. 9(a). Result for the input
source power 10 dBm is shown in Fig. 9(b) and the result
obtained for -10 dBm is shown in Fig. 9(c). Therefore, when the
power level of the signal sources is decreased FWM effect
becomes less.

(a)

Fig. 9 Optical spectrum at the output of the fiber when input power
is set at (a) 20 dBm (b) 10 dBm (c) -10 dBm

C. Effect of Variation in Dispersion of the Fiber Optic
Wavelength dispersion is a signal dispersion which occurs
mostly in single-mode fiber. Here, some amount of light given at
input of the fiber gets seeped into the cladding which is
wavelength dependent and hence affects the transmission speed.
To see the effect on WDM network, the dispersion of fiber is
varied from 1ps/nm/km to 16.75ps/nm/km. The Simulation
result at dispersion of 1 ps/nm/km is shown in Fig. 10(a), where
the sideband power is observed as -63 dBm. When the fiber
dispersion is set to 16.75ps/nm/km, the power level of new
interfering wavelength generated decreases to -71 dBm as shown
in Fig. 10(b). Therefore, when the dispersion parameter is
increased, then with the decrease in power level, the FWM effect
reduces.

(a)

(b)

(b)
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Fig. 10 Optical spectrum at the output of the fiber when dispersion of fiber
is set at (a) 1 ps/nm/km (b) 16.75 ps/nm/km
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IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, WDM in RoF networks are investigated. We have
analyzed the performance of network for WDM network without
use of any external modulation under the effect of FWM
nonlinearity. It has been observed that due to decrease in power
level of the signal source, the FWM effect becomes nominal.
Also, when the spacing between channels and dispersion
parameter is increased, FWM effect decreases. It could be
concluded that results obtained from this study will provide
useful information for recognizing the limit of the WDM
systems capability and the effect of FWM nonlinearity effect can
be further reduced in the WDM networks.
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